Introduction
============

Vigilance to pain is defined as an automatic and unintentional processing of pain-related stimuli at the cost of competing stimuli and is assumed to occur because of the outstanding salience of pain-related stimuli.[@b1-jpr-8-507] A majority of the experimental tests for vigilance to pain apply symbols of pain, ie, words or pictures, and not "true" physical pain (for a review, see Crombez et al[@b2-jpr-8-507]). This can be especially sensible to detect pain-prone individuals because attentional capture by physical pain is a normal and adaptive function, while being already very vigilant to pain-signaling cues can be taken as an indicator of dysfunctional attentional disposition for pain experiences.[@b3-jpr-8-507]

For adequately operationalizing vigilance to pain, several experimental paradigms may be useful. One definite appropriate way is using the primary task paradigm, which let the attentional capture by the pain-signaling stimuli compete with more task-relevant stimuli. Only very salient pain-related stimuli can become the focus of attention under such conditions. Beside the dot-probe task, as the best known test for vigilance to pain,[@b4-jpr-8-507]--[@b13-jpr-8-507] also paradigms that allow the assessment of event-related brain potentials (ERPs), enabling an easy differentiation between the various stages of information processing, can be run under such primary task conditions.[@b14-jpr-8-507],[@b15-jpr-8-507] In a recent ERP study with pain and emotional faces presented in a primary task paradigm, we found that subjects describing themselves as vigilant to pain by use of a questionnaire responded more strongly to the entire set of faces indicating a general hypervigilance to emotional, potentially threatening cues.[@b16-jpr-8-507] This finding leads to the next question whether situational factors are of relevance beside the individual ones. Situational threat may qualify as such a factor. To the best of our knowledge, only the study of Boston and Sharpe[@b17-jpr-8-507] assessed the effects of situational threat on the attentional processing of pain signals, finding attentional bias to affective pain words during threat induction. In anxiety research, such context effects have already been examined more broadly using a number of experimental approaches with varying results.[@b18-jpr-8-507]--[@b22-jpr-8-507]

In order to examine attentional processing of pain signals under conditions of situational threat, we used aversive electrical stimulation. A stimulus intensity just below the individual pain-threshold appeared to be most appropriate because it evokes an expectation of pain but not pain itself. We established three threat conditions: 1) control condition without stimulation, 2) "intermittent threat" condition with irregularly applied aversive stimulation, and 3) "continuous threat" condition with regularly applied aversive stimulation. Unpredictable electro-stimuli have been often used successfully in "threat of shock" procedures in order to induce anxiety whereas predictable shocks do rather trigger fear responses.[@b23-jpr-8-507],[@b24-jpr-8-507] We hypothesized that increases in situational threat lead to a prioritized attentional processing of pain-cues, which becomes especially manifest in individuals with high levels of vigilance to pain. As a secondary hypothesis, in the attempt to replicate the findings of Lautenbacher et al,[@b16-jpr-8-507] we expected to find a general enhanced attentional processing of pain and emotional faces in hypervigilant subjects.

Six ERP components for assessing early (P100, P200, and early posterior negativity \[EPN\]) and late processing (P300, early and late late positive complex \[LPC\]) of task-irrelevant pain and other emotional facial cues were parameterized.

Materials and methods
=====================

Subjects
--------

A total of 132 healthy subjects, equally distributed in four age categories (18--29, 30--39, 40--49, and 50--65 years), were recruited via announcement in newspapers, public buildings in Bamberg, and among students of the University of Bamberg. We intended to recruit a broad age range and not to rely mainly on undergraduate students in order to achieve a high external validity of our results, ie, comparability with populations of chronic pain patients. Subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal eyesight. Preliminary to testing, all subjects were screened by trained psychologists using stringent and standardized exclusion criteria: history of any psychiatric (assessed with SCID-I, a structured clinical interview according to diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders-IV)[@b25-jpr-8-507] or neurological disorders, substance abuse, psycho-pharmacological treatment, use of analgesics, acute or chronic pain, previous major surgical intervention, or prosopagnosia. A special focus of the interview was the pain history; it was addressed by asking the subjects separately for acute and chronic pain experiences (current and past pain) and by checking for potentially painful physical conditions (migraine, back pain, rheumatoid arthritis, etc). Based on the SCID, seven subjects were excluded from the study because of a potential psychiatric diagnosis. One further subject was excluded because of a potential pain syndrome. Due to artifacts in the electro-encephalogram (EEG) and high error rates in the behavioral data, 14 further subjects were excluded so that the sample was reduced to N=110 for the final analyses. For the sample characteristics, see "Sample characteristics" section.

Subjects were asked to refrain from smoking for 1 hour prior to testing because nicotine could have an effect on attentional performance. Thirty-eight of the subjects had a university degree, 85 had a high school degree (29 subjects out of the 85 were students), and one was without formal school degree. Except for students who participated to fulfill course requirements, all subjects were paid 40€ for attendance. All gave informed consent and were free to terminate the experiment at any time. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the University of Bamberg.

Design and procedure
--------------------

For examining the effects of context and individual predisposition on attentional capture by pain-cues, we applied a mixed design with two between-subject factors: 1) contextual threat and 2) self-reported vigilance to pain, and three factors with repeated measures (for the EEG data), and two factors with repeated measures (for the reaction time data).

For the between-subject factor "vigilance to pain" a median split according to scores of the Pain Vigilance and Awareness Questionnaire (PVAQ) (see "Self-reported vigilance to pain") was used. The three conditions of the factor "contextual threat" consisted of two experimental groups with aversive electro-stimulation and a control group without electro-stimulation (see "Threat manipulation (context)"). Subjects were selected and assigned to the three groups of the between-subject factor "contextual threat" so that sex and age were equally distributed. That means that except for the matching criteria "age" and "sex", subjects were randomly assigned.

The sessions took place between 9.00 am and 6.00 pm and lasted for approximately 1.5 hours. On arrival at the laboratory, subjects were informed about the course and the duration of the experiment, asked to sign the informed-consent form, and to fill out the Vividness of Visual Imagining Questionnaire-Prosopagnosia regarding their ability to recognize and imagine faces.[@b26-jpr-8-507] We included the Vividness of Visual Imagining Questionnaire-Prosopagnosia to allow for the exclusion of clinical states of prosopagnosia and to assess the degree of sub-clinical states of prosopagnosia.

Different kinds of electrodes for physiological recordings and electrical stimulation were attached. For the pain-threshold assessment (see "Electro-stimulus characteristics") and electro-stimulation (see "Electro-stimulus characteristics"), stimulation electrodes were attached to the arm. Further, recording electrodes for the assessment of sympathetic skin response (SSR) (see "Sympathetic skin response") were fixed to the arm. Additionally, recording electrodes were attached to the scalp for EEG assessment (see "EEG recording").

First, individual pain-thresholds were assessed for the subjects in the two experimental threat conditions with electro-stimulation (see "Threat manipulation (context)"). Then, subjects were seated in front of a 20-inch computer screen (1 m viewing distance), on which the experimental task was presented. The experimenter gave instructions verbally and left the room before the start of testing. Subjects were observed through a monitoring camera. If further interaction between experimenter and subject was needed during the test, then it was done through a two-way intercommunication system. The experimental task (see "Visual discrimination task") was started thereafter. After completion, subjects were cleared of all electrodes, and were asked to complete the PVAQ (see "Self-reported vigilance to pain"). At the end subjects were debriefed.

Experimental paradigm and material
----------------------------------

### Visual discrimination task

In all, 96 black and white pictures of faces from four emotional categories (anger, happy, neutral, and pain; 24 pictures for each category), of which 50% were overlaid with a semi-transparent grid (12 with and 12 without grid in each emotional category), were presented in a randomized order. The stimulus material was identical to our previous study.[@b16-jpr-8-507] The stimuli were originated from the Montréal Pain and Affective Face Clips, which is a collection of 1-second-videos of eight professional actors (four females), mimicking affective and painful facial expressions.[@b27-jpr-8-507] Extraction of the monochrome still images and their validation is described in Baum et al.[@b28-jpr-8-507]

We presented the pictures in a primary task paradigm, requiring a visual discrimination of the presence or absence of the grid without any task relevance of the emotional content of the faces. No particular instructions were given regarding the pictures' content; instead, subjects were instructed to indicate in each trial whether a picture with or without a grid was presented by pressing one of two response buttons as fast as possible. Reaction times and errors were recorded.

Each single trial started with the question "Gitter?" (*English:* grid) presented for 700 ms, reminding the subject of the upcoming task (ie, to decide whether the presented picture was overlaid with a grid) ([Figure 1](#f1-jpr-8-507){ref-type="fig"}). In the two conditions with contextual threat, electro-stimuli were presented at the very beginning of the trials (ie, at *t*=0, simultaneous to the onset of the presentation of the question "Gitter?"). In the control condition, no electro-stimulation was applied. Then, the picture of emotional or neutral faces (with or without a grid) was presented for 300 ms and subjects had to press either the "grid" or the "no grid" button. Immediately following the response, a white bar was presented on the screen concurrently with a tone of 1,000 Hz for 1,500 ms. Subjects were instructed to use this interval for eye blinks and to abstain from blinking for the rest of the trial; this provision was taken to minimize eye blinks during the relevant periods of data acquisition. The trial sequence ended with a black screen for 1,000 ms serving as inter-trial interval ([Figure 1](#f1-jpr-8-507){ref-type="fig"}). Subjects were familiarized with the procedure by running 10 training trials.

The primary task was designed to be of medium difficulty and had been applied in a previous study of our group.[@b16-jpr-8-507] The mean error rate in the present study was 3.6 (standard deviation \[SD\] =11.5; range: 0--81). Looking at the error distribution, we found that four subjects had an error rate of 33 or above. Such a high error rate may indicate that the instructions were not understood correctly or were deliberately not followed. Hence, we decided to exclude subjects with an error rate of 2.5 SD above the sample mean. The error distribution of the remaining sample showed that the primary task was of low to medium difficulty; nearly half of the subjects (44.2%) were without any error, again about half of the subjects (52.5%) produced 1--7 errors in 96 trials and only a few subjects (3.3%) produced larger numbers of errors (9 or more).

### Threat manipulation (context)

#### Types of contextual threat conditions

As mentioned above, our study included two experimental conditions with threatening context and a control condition without threat. Threat was induced by electrical stimulation at the beginning of a trial.

In one of the threat conditions 24 electro-stimuli were applied in one-fourth of the experimental trials with a non-regular frequency (intermittent threat condition). The entire 96 trials were divided into 12 blocks of 8 trials each. In each block, two electrical stimuli were applied, one of them was always presented with the last trial of a block and the second one was presented with equal likelihood of appearance in any of the other trials within that block. Each block ended with a visual analog scale (VAS) rating of the electrical stimuli (see "VAS rating").

In the other experimental threat condition, 96 electro-stimuli were applied at the beginning of each single experimental trial in a regular frequency (continuous threat condition); this corresponded to a likelihood of 100% appearance of electro-stimulation. VAS ratings of stimulation intensity were again taken after each eighth trial.

#### Electro-stimulus characteristics

For intermittent and continuous threat conditions, individual pain-thresholds were assessed in order to tailor threat intensity of electro-stimulation to the individual pain sensitivity. The assessment protocol of pain-thresholds was the same as described by Lautenbacher et al.[@b29-jpr-8-507]

Before testing, all subjects were trained until they understood all of the procedures and were able to follow the instructions. Starting at the individual level of the detection-threshold, five ascending series were run in steps of 0.1 mA, until the subject signaled the first sensation of pain (single ascending staircase method). An upper limit was set at 7.5 mA for safety reasons. The pain-threshold was calculated as the mean amperage of the last four trials.

Electrical stimuli were delivered by a constant-current stimulator (Pulsar 6i) and consisted of 15 4-ms monophasic rectangular pulses with a stimulus onset asynchrony of 10 ms (100 Hz). These parameters resulted in duration of 144 ms per stimulus train. After the skin was cleaned and abraded, two mono-polar surface electrodes with a surface area of 0.3 cm^2^ were attached with a distance of 3 cm from each other in the center of the volar distal forearm of the non-dominant hand.

For stimulation in the two experimental threat conditions, the intensity of electro-stimuli was set to 80% of the individual pain-threshold because the stimulation was intended to be already aversive but still not painful. Although pain-stimuli may be considered as the most aversive cues, we decided to use stimuli below pain-threshold for establishing a threat context without pain, which may have been a too potent distractor. More importantly, the presentation of painful electro-stimuli might have fully activated the pain matrix, and thereby masked any brain activity due to the attentional processing of pain-related cues, ie, facial expressions of pain.

### Manipulation check

#### Sympathetic skin response

SSR was assessed by an electro-diagnostic device of Suess Medizintechnik (SUEmpathy100). A sampling rate of 512 Hz was used. For recording, two differential surface electrodes were used, one fixed to the palm of the non-dominant hand and the other fixed to the proximal third of the forearm of the same body side. The reference electrode was also attached to the proximal third of the forearm of the same body side.

SSR was assessed, commencing with the trial concurrently with onset of the question "Gitter?", while in the intermittent and continuous threat conditions the electro-stimulus was started. The SSR signal of every eighth trial was entered into further analysis, resulting into 12 SSRs to be considered. In the threat conditions, these SSRs were always preceded by an electrical stimulus.

Amplitude and latency of the SSR were measured. Amplitude was defined as voltage difference between the initial negative and the positive peak of the biphasic response. Latency was defined as time from trial onset to the onset of the negative deflection. Responses beginning with a positive deflection or latency under 600 ms were excluded from further analysis.

For statistical analyses, the mean values of amplitudes were used. The SSR amplitudes were log transformed (log \[SSR+1\])[@b30-jpr-8-507] to normalize the distribution of responses. Missing values in the SSRs were padded with zeros.

#### VAS rating

Additionally, subjects in the intermittent and continuous threat conditions were asked to rate the electro-stimuli of every eighth trial on VAS (100 mm long) indicating "threat" (from not threatening to extremely threatening) and "unpleasantness" (from very pleasant to very unpleasant). This VAS rating was done by moving a cursor that was driven by the two response buttons also used for recording reaction times (see "Reaction time"). The initial position of the cursor was always randomized. The ratings could take on a value between 0 and 100. In total, 12 ratings of "threat" and "unpleasantness" had to be given each in the two threat conditions, which were averaged to obtain a mean score for "threat" and for "unpleasantness".

#### Self-reported vigilance to pain

Subjects were asked to self-report their vigilance to pain by filling out the German version of the PVAQ,[@b31-jpr-8-507] which was developed as a comprehensive measure of attention to pain and has been validated for the use in chronic pain and nonclinical samples. It consists of 16 items that are rated on a six-point scale assessing awareness, vigilance, preoccupation, and observation of pain. The median in the present sample was 32.5, which allowed grouping of the subjects in those being high and low in pain vigilance as between-subject factor.

Behavioral and EEG measures
---------------------------

### Reaction time

As stated in the "Visual discrimination task" section, subjects were instructed to indicate in each trial whether a picture with or without a "grid" was presented by using two response buttons of a response box (for a more detailed description of the reaction time measurement, see Baum et al[@b13-jpr-8-507] and Lautenbacher et al[@b16-jpr-8-507]). Reaction time in ms and number of errors were taken as measures.

### EEG recording

EEG was recorded from five sites (frontal at Fz; central at Cz; parietal at Pz; and occipital at O1 and O2) and A1/A2 (mastoid) with a commercially available electrode cap (Electro-Cap International, Inc., Eaton, OH, USA) with tin electrodes placed according to the international 10-20 system.[@b32-jpr-8-507] For measuring the vertical electro-oculogram (EOG) two tin electrodes were placed above and below the right eye; for measuring horizontal EOG, two further tin electrodes were placed at the outer canti. The EEG, including vertical and horizontal EOG, was continuously recorded with a DC Brain Amp amplifier (Brain Products GmbH, Gilging, Germany) with a sampling rate of 1,000 Hz, a notch-filter at 50 Hz, and a low pass filter at 70 Hz. Off-line, data were again processed with 30 Hz low pass and 0.1 Hz high pass filters. All channels were primarily recorded with a Cz reference. Off-line, data were re-referenced to linked mastoids (A1 and A2), whereby Cz was regained for further analysis. Sweeps of 1,000 ms duration starting 200 ms before stimulus onset (pictures with facial expression of pain, anger, joy or a neutral expression) were extracted and adjusted to the 50 ms baseline period just before stimulus onset. Further, data were corrected for EOG artifacts using a regression method.[@b33-jpr-8-507] Elimination of sweeps with artifacts was done by automatically detecting sweeps with amplitudes outside a range of ±80 µV and with gradients over 100 µV voltage change/sampling point.[@b20-jpr-8-507],[@b34-jpr-8-507]--[@b36-jpr-8-507] Further, single trials were visually inspected to exclude sweeps with uncorrected eye blinks, dominant alpha waves, and generally distorted sweeps due to high-frequency noise. Averaged ERPs assessed at the five electrode locations (Fz, Cz, Pz, O1, and O2) for the four emotional categories (pain, anger, happy, and neutral) in both the "grid" or "no grid" conditions were calculated. Averages were only calculated if at least eight out of twelve sweeps per condition were accepted in the artifact rejection procedure. If in one or more experimental conditions no averages could be calculated, then the subject affected was excluded. The described rigorous procedure of artifact rejection forced us to exclude ten subjects.

Altogether, parameters for six ERP components were calculated. EPN was calculated as mean amplitudes at O1 and O2 in a time window of 240--280 ms after stimulus onset. For EPN, a relative decrease of brain activity elicited by emotional compared with neutral stimuli was reported.[@b36-jpr-8-507],[@b37-jpr-8-507]

For the LPC, we distinguished -- according to the literature[@b38-jpr-8-507]--[@b41-jpr-8-507] and guided by visual inspection of the grand averages -- between an early activation at 260--460 ms (early LPC) and a late activation at 460--800 ms (late LPC). These potentials are measured as mean amplitudes because no clear peak could often be discerned in this time range. While EPN is most prominent at temporo-occipital locations, LPC activations were best recorded at midline electrodes.[@b36-jpr-8-507],[@b42-jpr-8-507],[@b43-jpr-8-507]

In addition, we extracted positive peaks in a time range from 260 to 400 ms after stimulus onset (P300) at midline electrodes, which has also been previously reported from similar studies.[@b14-jpr-8-507],[@b15-jpr-8-507] Further, we extracted averaged peak amplitudes of an earlier positive deflection in the time range of 170--230 ms after stimulus onset (P200) at midline electrodes, which has been observed as being modulated by emotional/pain-related contents in passive viewing paradigms without task requirements.[@b44-jpr-8-507],[@b45-jpr-8-507] Further, P100 was exported as peaks at O1 and O2 in a time window of 90--150 ms after stimulus onset.[@b20-jpr-8-507],[@b37-jpr-8-507],[@b34-jpr-8-507],[@b46-jpr-8-507]--[@b48-jpr-8-507] This component reflects early visual processing and is therefore most prominent in occipital regions.

### Statistics

#### Behavioral and EEG data

For evaluation of the reaction times, we calculated a mixed design analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the within-subject factors, EMOTION (anger, happy, neutral, and pain faces), and GRID (grid and no grid), and the between-subject factors, CONTEXT (continuous and intermittent threat and control condition), and VIGILANCE (high and low pain vigilant \[HPV and LPV\] subjects).

For the averaged ERPs of the components P100, P200, EPN, P300, early LPC, and late LPC, we calculated mixed design ANOVAs with the within-subject factors, EMOTION (anger, happy, neutral, and pain faces), GRID (grid and no grid), ELECTRODE (Fz/frontal, Cz/central, and Pz/parietal for P200, P300, early and late LPC; O1 and O2 for P100, and EPN), and the between-subject factors, CONTEXT (continuous and intermittent threat and control condition), and VIGILANCE (HPV and LPV subjects). Only main and interaction effects relating to our hypotheses were subjected to fine-grain post hoc analyses.

Guided by our hypothesis we looked for main and interaction effects including the factor, EMOTION, with a focus on the three-way interactions of EMOTION with CONTEXT and VIGILANCE. Further, we looked for interaction effects of EMOTION with VIGILANCE and EMOTION with CONTEXT in order to see whether pain-cues are prioritized in attentional processing as a function of individual predisposition or as a function of contextual threat. In order to replicate the previously reported general hypervigilance in HPV subjects, we scrutinized the interaction effect between VIGILANCE and CONTEXT.

For post hoc tests, we used analyses of variance and *t*-tests for dependent samples for specifying effects of the factor EMOTION (eg, comparing anger vs happy, anger vs neutral, anger vs pain, happy vs neutral, happy vs pain, neutral vs pain).

### Manipulation check

For the manipulation check on the basis of the SSRs, we calculated a one-way independent ANOVA with the three groups (intermittent and continuous threat and control condition). If a significant effect was found, then we used *t*-tests as post hoc tests for independent samples comparing the three different threat categories of this factor with each other (ie, continuous vs intermittent; continuous vs control; intermittent vs control). For the manipulation check on the basis of the VAS ratings, we calculated *t*-tests for independent samples to compare VAS ratings of "unpleasantness" between the group with intermittent and continuous threat stimulation, and "threat" also between the group with intermittent and continuous threat stimulation. If violation of sphericity occurred in any of the ANOVAs, then we used the Greenhouse--Geisser correction. We set *α* to \#0.05 throughout.

Results
=======

Sample characteristics
----------------------

The sample used for further analyses (N=110) consisted of 58 men and 52 women with a mean age of 39.5 years (SD =12.6 years; range: 19--64 years). The control group contained 14 HPV and 21 LPV subjects, the group in the condition with intermittent threat stimulation 18 HPV and 19 LPV subjects and the group in the condition with continuous threat stimulation 23 HPV and 15 LPV subjects. Of the female subjects, about 40% used contraceptives, 17% were in the first third of their menstrual cycle (day 1--8 after cycle-onset according to self-report), 10% were in the second third (day 9--17), 14% were in the third third (after day 17), and 19% were post-menopausal.

Manipulation check
------------------

For the manipulation check on basis of the SSRs, the three context conditions (control condition, continuous, and intermittent threat stimulation) were compared. The VAS ratings (dimensions "threat" and "unpleasantness") were only compared between the two conditions with threat stimulation.

### Sympathetic skin response

For the SSR amplitudes, a significant main effect was found (*F*\[2;107\]=6.57; *P*=0.002). The condition with intermittent threat stimulation had the highest amplitudes (mean (M)=3.15; SD =1.80; range: 0.00--6.24), followed by the condition with continuous threat stimulation (M=2.10; SD =1.68; range: 0.00--5.08) and the control condition with the lowest amplitudes (M=1.69; SD =1.88; range: 0.00--5.66). Post hoc *t*-tests for independent samples revealed significant differences between the "intermittent threat" condition and the control condition (*t*\[71\]=3.40; *P*=0.001), and between the "intermittent threat" condition and the "continuous threat" condition (*t*\[73\]=2.61; *P*=0.011). The differences between the "continuous threat" condition and the control condition did not reach a level of significance (*P*-value \>0.05).

### VAS rating

VAS ratings of "unpleasantness" and "threat" of the electrical threat-stimuli could only be recorded in the two threat stimulation conditions but not in the control condition.

Regarding the dimension "unpleasantness" slightly higher ratings were found in the "intermittent threat" condition (M=37.4; SD =22.9; range: 1.1--93.0) compared with the "continuous threat" condition (M=32.3; SD =18.7; range: 0.0--60.3). Yet, this difference was not significant (*P*-value \>0.05). Also regarding the dimension "threat" higher ratings were found for the "intermittent threat" condition (M=25.8; SD =21.8; range: 0.0--92.7) compared with the "continuous threat" condition (M=16.6; SD =18.4; range: 0.0--60.8). Yet, this difference was not significant (*P*-value \>0.05).

### Summary

Based on the SSR amplitudes, our context manipulation can be regarded as successful. The data indicate that the intermittent and unpredictable electrical threat stimulation compared with the continuous and predictable threat stimulation and the control condition induced a higher state of sympathetic arousal. However, regarding the subjective experience of "threat" and "unpleasantness", the two threat conditions did not differ from each other.

Behavioral data -- reaction times
---------------------------------

Descriptive statistics (M and SD) are shown in [Table 1](#t1-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}. The reaction times were 461.8 ms (SD =77.3; range: 257.6--720.3) on average. ANOVA revealed a main effect for the factor GRID (*F*\[1;106\]=123.99; *P*\<0.001), with reaction times being significantly prolonged in the "no grid" condition. Also, a significant main effect for EMOTION (*F*\[3;318\]=5.40; *P*=0.001) as well as a significant interaction of EMOTION × GRID (*F*\[3;318\]=3.87; *P*=0.010) were revealed. For explaining the interaction effect EMOTION × GRID, post hoc analyses of variance were computed and revealed a significant main effect for EMOTION for both in the "grid" condition (*F*\[3;327\]=4.51; *P*=0.004) and in the "no grid" condition (*F*\[3;327\]=4.63; *P*=0.003). Results of post hoc *t*-tests for dependent samples are shown in [Table 2](#t2-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}. In the "grid" condition, anger faces had longer reaction times than neutral and happy faces; in the "no grid" condition, happy faces had shorter reaction times than the three other face categories.

Furthermore, for the between-subject factor CONTEXT, we found a significant main effect (*F*\[2;106\]=3.10; *P*=0.049) (descriptive statistics are shown in [Table 1](#t1-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). Post hoc *t*-tests for independent samples revealed significant longer reaction times for the "intermittent threat" condition compared with the "continuous threat" condition (*t*\[73\]=2.94; *P*=0.004). The between-subject factor VIGILANCE produced no significant main effect (*F*\[1;106\]=1.32; *P*=0.254) or interaction effects (all *P*-values \>0.05).

Summing up, reaction times were affected by the two task conditions of the GRID factor indicating that the presence or absence of the primary task stimulus impacted on task performance. Self-reported vigilance to pain did not affect the reaction times. The "intermittent threat" condition produced a slowing of reaction times when compared with the "continuous threat" condition.

EEG data
--------

Descriptive statistics (M and SD) for the four categories of facial expressions are listed for each of the ERP components in [Table 3](#t3-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}. All within-subject main effects and interactions as well as main effects for the between-subject factor CONTEXT and the interactions between CONTEXT and EMOTION for the different ERP components are shown in [Table 4](#t4-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}. All main effects for the between-subject factor VIGILANCE and the significant interaction effects including this factor are listed in a separate table ([Table 5](#t5-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}) because our main as well as our secondary hypothesis relate to this factor.

### P100

There were significant main effects for the factors GRID, ELECTRODE, and EMOTION ([Table 4](#t4-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}), as well as a significant interaction effect between GRID, EMOTION, and VIGILANCE ([Table 5](#t5-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). This interaction was further analyzed with post hoc tests and can be explained by a significant "emotion" effect for LPV subjects in the "grid" condition ([Tables 2](#t2-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"} and [5](#t5-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). Anger (M=6.20 µV; SD =3.81; range: 0.20--17.58), happy (M=6.70 µV; SD =3.36; range: −0.47 to 16.27), and pain faces (M=6.79 µV; SD =3.19; range: 0.26--14.88) had significantly lower P100 potentials in the "grid" condition in LPV subjects than neutral faces (M=7.48 µV; SD =3.65; range: −0.10 to 15.90).

### Early posterior negativity

There was a significant main effect for the factor GRID ([Table 4](#t4-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). A significant main effect for the between-subject factor VIGILANCE as well as a significant interaction effect between the two between-subject factors VIGILANCE and CONTEXT were also found ([Table 5](#t5-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). Post hoc analyses of variance revealed a significant effect for the factor VIGILANCE in the control condition (*F*\[1;33\]=5.610; *P*=0.024) with lower potentials, ie, enhanced negativity, for HPV subjects (M=1.70 µV; SD =4.25; range: −4.55 to 10.18) compared with LPV subjects (M=4.70 µV; SD =3.25; range: 0.76--10.96) ([Figures 2](#f2-jpr-8-507){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f3-jpr-8-507){ref-type="fig"}). In the "continuous threat" condition, potentials of HPV subjects (M=3.03 µV; SD =2.57; range: −1.34 to 8.32) were lower compared with LPV subjects (M=4.78 µV; SD =3.55; range: −2.11 to 12.32). In the "intermittent threat" condition, potentials of LPV subjects (M=2.81 µV; SD =2.25; range: −1.05 to 7.92) were lower compared with HPV subjects (M=3.63 µV; SD =3.35; range: −1.85 to 9.13). However, these differences between LPV and HPV subjects in the conditions with intermittent and continuous threat stimulation were non-significant (both *P*-values \>0.05).

### P200

There was a significant main effect for the factor GRID and a significant interaction effect between the factors GRID and ELECTRODE. Furthermore, a significant main effect for the between-subject factor CONTEXT was found ([Table 4](#t4-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}), which was due to higher potentials for the "continuous threat" condition (M=6.63 µV; SD =1.95; range: 3.39--12.78) compared with the control condition (M=5.15 µV; SD =1.53; range: 1.80--8.66) (*t*\[70\]=3.56; *P*=0.001).

### P300

There were significant main effects for the factors GRID and ELECTRODE as well as a significant interaction between the two factors ([Table 4](#t4-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). Also, there were significant interaction effects of GRID with EMOTION ([Table 4](#t4-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}), and of GRID, ELECTRODE with VIGILANCE ([Table 5](#t5-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). The interaction between GRID and EMOTION was further analyzed with post hoc testing. Post hoc analyses of variance computed separately for the two categories of the factor GRID revealed a significant main effect for EMOTION only in the "grid" condition (*F*\[3;327\]=3.713; *P*=0.012) but not in the "no grid" condition (*F*\[3;327\]=1.449; *P*=0.228). In the "grid" condition, anger and happy faces had lower potentials than neutral faces, and anger faces had also lower potentials than pain faces (see [Table 3](#t3-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"} for descriptive data; see [Table 2](#t2-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"} for results of post hoc *t*-tests for dependent samples).

### Early LPC

There were significant results for the main effect of the factors ELECTRODE and GRID as well as for their interaction ([Table 4](#t4-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). Regarding the factor EMOTION, only a significant interaction effect between EMOTION and GRID was found ([Table 4](#t4-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). Post hoc analyses of variance computed separately for the two categories of the factor GRID revealed a trend to a significant effect for the factor EMOTION only in the "grid" condition (*F*\[3;327\]=2.577; *P*=0.054) but not in the "no grid" condition (*F*\[3;327\]=1.701; *P*=0.167). To detail this trend to an emotion effect in the "grid" condition, post hoc *t*-tests for dependent samples were computed ([Table 2](#t2-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). In the "grid" condition, anger and happy faces had lower potentials than neutral faces (for descriptive data, see [Table 3](#t3-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}).

The between-subject factor VIGILANCE was included in three significant interaction effects: GRID × CONTEXT × VIGILANCE, ELECTRODE × CONTEXT × VIGILANCE, and GRID × ELECTRODE × VIGILANCE ([Table 5](#t5-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). All three interactions including the factor, VIGILANCE, were subjected to further post hoc analyses ([Table 5](#t5-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). The two interaction effects including the two between-subject factors CONTEXT and VIGILANCE revealed for both the control condition higher potentials of HPV compared with LPV subjects; this difference occurred either if only the "grid" condition was considered (HPV: M=3.11 µV; SD =1.74; range: 0.91--7.18; and LPV: M=1.65 µV; SD =2.11; range: −1.20 to 5.75; [Figures 4](#f4-jpr-8-507){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f5-jpr-8-507){ref-type="fig"}) or if only the electrode position Fz was considered (HPV: M=1.44 µV; SD =2.20; range: −2.38 to 5.51; and LPV: M=−0.87 µV; SD =1.93; range: −4.57 to 2.97).

### Late LPC

There were significant results for the main effects of the factors GRID and ELECTRODE as well as for their interaction ([Table 4](#t4-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). There was also a significant interaction effect of EMOTION with the between-subject factor CONTEXT ([Table 4](#t4-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}). Post hoc analyses of variance computed separately for the three categories of the between-subject factor CONTEXT revealed a significant main effect of EMOTION in the "continuous threat" condition (*F*\[3;108\]=3.377; *P*=0.021), but not in the control condition (*F*\[3;102\]=2.265; *P*=0.085) or the "intermittent threat" condition (*F*\[3;111\]=1.299; *P*=0.279). Results of post hoc *t*-tests for dependent samples for the "continuous threat" condition are shown in [Table 2](#t2-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"}. For the "continuous threat" condition, anger faces had higher potentials than happy as well as neutral faces (see [Table 3](#t3-jpr-8-507){ref-type="table"} for descriptive data).

### Summary

Evidence for attentional processing of pain faces, which differs from processing of other emotional and neutral faces, could not be obtained. This lack of an effect was independent from the threat context. HPV compared with LPV subjects of the control condition showed an enhanced negativation for the EPN and increased potentials for the early LPC (occurring only for "grid" trials and at Fz) for the entire set of faces, including both emotional and neutral face expressions. This group difference between HPV and LPV individuals was visible only in the control condition and abolished by contextual threat through electro-stimulation. Effects of the various facial expressions of emotions on attentional processing became manifest for some ERP components. Activation for P300 and early LPC was diminished by anger and happy faces in the "grid" condition. The late LPC was increased by anger but only in the "continuous threat" condition. P100 potentials were decreased by pain, anger, and happy faces in the "grid" condition and only in LPV subjects.

Discussion
==========

In the present study, we intended to examine how the attentional processing of pain-related cues (facial expression of pain) is determined by situational factors (ie, contextual threat) and individual predispositions regarding the vigilance to pain. For this purpose, we extended the paradigm used in a recent study of our group by a contextual threat induction (aversive electrical stimulation).[@b16-jpr-8-507] Our data did not provide clear evidence for the main hypothesis that contextual threat increases the attentional capture by pain-related cues and that this effect is most prominent in individuals with high levels of vigilance to pain. However, the secondary hypothesis derived from our earlier study, assuming a generally enhanced attentional processing of emotional stimuli in persons with the tendency to pain hypervigilance, could be confirmed. This means that the findings of our previous study[@b16-jpr-8-507] could partially be replicated. Furthermore, we could elaborate that this processing tendency in pain vigilant individuals already exists at early processing stages. We will discuss these findings more in detail below.

For explaining why our threat induction did not lead to a prioritized processing of pain faces or any of the other emotional facial expressions, it is relevant to scrutinize the design of our experimental paradigm including a primary task. A primary task paradigm was chosen in order to impede direct processing of the pain-related and emotional cues, which were deliberately made task irrelevant. We did this because of our understanding of hypervigilance. Pain-related cues should be salient enough to capture attention -- at least in vigilant subjects -- despite of their irrelevance for task solution. From our previous study, we knew already that the primary task (ie, detection of an overlaid "grid") is a strong competitor to processing task-irrelevant pain faces.[@b16-jpr-8-507] Similarly, the "grid"--"no grid" differentiation made a strong impact on the reaction times and all ERP components in the present study. Therefore, it might be that the salience of the pain faces and also the other emotional faces might have been too small to counteract the task-relevant stimuli, leading to no major role of the face stimuli in attentional processing. Using black-and-white snap-shot pictures of the facial expressions of pain and other emotions may have reduced the cues' emotional salience; the alternative use of short colored video-clips, as done in other ERP studies,[@b45-jpr-8-507],[@b49-jpr-8-507] might have been advantageous regarding the emotional salience. We refrained from using such video-clips because they may produce higher risks as regards strict experimental control. In this sense, one might argue that it is not the high attentional load of the primary task alone that prevented effects of the facial expression of emotions but the limited emotional salience of the facial expressions.

One might have assumed that our successful induction of threat by use of aversive electrical stimulation should have changed the focus of attentional processing. Especially, the threat condition with intermittent electrical stimulation was clearly effective in producing sympathetic arousal. However, even in this condition pain faces did not gain much salience and had not distinct impacts on the ERP parameters considered. This means that for the attentional capture by emotional stimuli, such as pain faces, a fine-tuned balance must be established between the salience of these stimuli and other competing demands of the situation. Our experimental task might have missed to affect this balance with sufficient precision, and the effects of our threat manipulation were, therefore, not traceable.

We would like to address now the generally enhanced attentional processing of emotional stimuli, which were indicated by changes in EPN and early LPC. These ERP changes occurred, however, only in individuals with high levels of self-reported pain vigilance and replicated a finding from our previous study.[@b16-jpr-8-507] In the present study the effect of enhanced processing was shown for the early LPC (mean activity for 260--460 ms after stimulus-onset), which is nearly equivalent to the P300 component (peak amplitude for 260--400 ms after stimulus-onset), which was the component suggesting this effect in our previous study.[@b16-jpr-8-507] Further, this processing pattern was also indicated by EPN in the present study, a component that had not been assessed in our previous work. The EPN is regarded as the earliest indicator of differential emotional processing (for a review see Schupp et al[@b50-jpr-8-507]), and it has been described that the EPN increases as a function of the arousal of stimuli of both positive and negative valence.[@b42-jpr-8-507],[@b51-jpr-8-507] Therefore, our EPN finding supports the notion that in pain vigilant subjects the enhanced attentional capture is particularly driven by the emotional valence of stimuli. Similar effects for EPN and LPC elicited by threatening pictures have been reported before in a study comparing spider-phobic individuals with controls.[@b52-jpr-8-507]

Interestingly, the described effects in pain vigilant subjects were only manifest in the control condition and vanished as soon as contextual threat was added. The most-likely reason is that the aversive electrical stimuli were appraised as stimuli with a strong negative valence by pain vigilant subjects, who readily allocated in consequence their attentional resources away from the facial expression of pain toward the threat of physical pain. This phenomenon of a prioritized processing of stimuli with a strong threat value, such as impeding physical pain, as well as a disruption and a distraction away from the ongoing attentional processing by such stimuli have been described in the cognitive-affective model of the interruptive function of pain,[@b53-jpr-8-507] and in the concept of hypervigilance to pain.[@b1-jpr-8-507] It can be assumed that pain vigilant individuals always quickly attend to those stimuli holding the strongest threat value at a particular time point.

At last, it ought to be mentioned that a differentiation of pain faces from neutral faces could be accomplished only by use of the P100. However, this seemingly differential processing of pain faces was not specific because also the P100 elicited by anger and happy faces differed from the neutral category. Such a differential processing of emotional stimuli at an early stage of still reflex-like processing of visual input has already been observed before,[@b37-jpr-8-507],[@b43-jpr-8-507],[@b47-jpr-8-507],[@b54-jpr-8-507],[@b55-jpr-8-507] but not with regard to pain as emotional content according to our knowledge.

Some limitations of our study should be named. Regarding our manipulation check it might have been helpful to assess state anxiety in addition to the assessment of autonomic threat responses and subjective experiences of the electrical stimuli (SSRs and VAS ratings). Since the trains of electrical stimulation were scheduled always at the identical time point within the trials, unwanted safety learning may have taken place, which might have been prevented by variation in the timing of stimulation. An alternative might be the usage of a verbal threat instruction, warning before post-experimental pain tests.[@b17-jpr-8-507] Further, for better controlling the impact of the competition by the primary task, multiple tasks with a varying degree of task load should be run.[@b37-jpr-8-507] Also, our primary task could be improved by asking for the discrimination of overlaid horizontal vs vertical lines, which would make the alternatives better comparable. Furthermore, it would be interesting to test individuals who are even more prone to attend to pain signals than the pain vigilant subjects in our study and might be found among individuals awaiting acute painful experiences/procedures or suffering from chronic pain.[@b56-jpr-8-507]

Summing up, in order to assess the effects of increased contextual threat on attentional processing of pain-cues, close attention must be paid to the choice of the experimental paradigm and stimulus material. The cognitive and motor demands of an applied primary task must be adjusted precisely to the salience of task-irrelevant but pain-related stimuli to establish a not one-sided competition for attention. Further, it can be inferred that pain vigilant subjects, when confronted with augmented contextual threat, do not stick to the pain-cues but quickly shift attention to other stimuli that hold the strongest threat value at a given time point.

The major contribution of the present study is the corroboration of previous evidence of enhanced attentional processing of all kinds of emotional and not only threatening stimuli in subjects describing themselves as pain vigilant. In addition, it was shown that this processing already occurs at relatively early processing stages, ie, before 300 ms after stimulus onset.
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![Grand averages for the four different categories of emotions at O1 for LPV control subjects. Time window for EPN is marked by a frame.\
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![Grand averages for the four different categories of emotions at Cz for LPV control subjects for trials with "grid" presentation. Time window for early LPC is marked by a frame.\
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###### 

Descriptive statistics of reaction times (in ms) in the primary task paradigm for the four emotional categories (facial expressions of anger, pain, and joy as well as neutral faces) in the "grid" and the "no grid" conditions, and for the three conditions of contextual threat manipulation (control condition, continuous, and intermittent threat)

                          Overall        Anger          Happy          Neutral        Pain
  ----------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
  Overall                 461.8 (77.3)   464.9 (78.5)   457.0 (77.4)   462.4 (80.4)   462.8 (77.3)
  "Grid"                  446.8 (73.8)   452.1 (74.5)   444.0 (74.8)   443.1 (80.2)   448.0 (73.7)
  "No grid"               476.8 (83.2)   477.7 (87.0)   470.0 (84.8)   481.7 (85.5)   477.6 (85.3)
  Control condition       462.4 (91.5)   465.2 (92.1)   455.9 (89.5)   463.3 (95.2)   465.1 (92.4)
  "Continuous threat"     438.5 (60.0)   440.7 (61.8)   436.3 (62.4)   437.6 (63.2)   439.4 (59.2)
  "Intermittent threat"   483.9 (73.2)   488.2 (74.2)   478.3 (74.9)   485.8 (75.2)   483.4 (73.2)

**Abbreviation:** SD, standard deviation.

###### 

Results of post hoc *t*-tests for dependent samples (*t*-values, *P*-values) for the differences between the four categories of emotional face expression (anger, pain, joy, and neutral) as regards the reaction times (separate for the "grid" and "no grid" conditions), P100 (only for the "grid" condition in LPV subjects), P300 (only for the "grid" condition), early LPC (only for the "grid" condition), and late LPC (only for the "continuous threat" condition); significant findings are marked in bold

                     Reaction times            P100                        P300                        Early LPC                  Late LPC                   
  ------------------ ------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------
  Anger vs happy     *t*=2.83; ***P*=0.006**   *t*=2.69; ***P*=0.008**     *t*=−1.82; *P*=0.075        *t*=−0.34; *P*=0.732       *t*=−0.26; *P*=0.797       *t*=2.83; ***P*=0.007**
  Anger vs neutral   *t*=3.33; ***P*=0.001**   *t*=−1.20; *P*=0.233        *t*=−3.78; ***P*\<0.001**   *t*=−2.76; ***P*=0.007**   *t*=−2.34; ***P*=0.021**   *t*=2.79; ***P*=0.008**
  Anger vs pain      *t*=1.44; *P*=0.153       *t*=0.03; *P*=0.973         *t*=−1.54; *P*=0.130        *t*=−2.31; ***P*=0.023**   *t*=−1.83; *P*=0.069       *t*=1.41; *P*=0.167
  Happy vs neutral   *t*=0.36; *P*=0.721       *t*=−3.90; ***P*\<0.001**   *t*=−2.67; ***P*=0.010**    *t*=−2.44; ***P*=0.016**   *t*=−2.00; ***P*=0.048**   *t*=−0.39; *P*=0.697
  Happy vs pain      *t*=−1.44; *P*=0.154      *t*=−2.36; ***P*=0.020**    *t*=−0.28; *P*=0.779        *t*=−1.74; *P*=0.085       *t*=−1.57; *P*=0.120       *t*=−1.58; *P*=0.123
  Neutral vs pain    *t*=−1.78; *P*=0.77       *t*=1.20; *P*=0.233         *t*=2.42; ***P*=0.019**     *t*=0.76; *P*=0.446        *t*=0.47; *P*=0.637        *t*=−0.95; *P*=0.349

**Notes:** Post hoc *t*-tests for the differences between the categories of emotional face expressions were only computed and subsequently reported in this table if prior analyses of variance revealed a significant effect for the factor "emotion" (for details on the performed analyses of variance see the text).

**Abbreviations:** LPC, late positive complex; LPV, low pain vigilant.

###### 

Mean and SD (µV) of the different ERP components (averaged across frontal, central, and parietal midline sites for P200, P300, early LPC, late LPC, and across the two occipital sites for P100, EPN) for the four categories of emotional face expression; for P300 and early LPC values are also given for the "grid"/"no grid" conditions separately, for late LPC values are also given separately for the three threat conditions (control condition, continuous, or intermittent threat)

                            Anger         Happy         Neutral       Pain
  ------------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- -------------
  P100                      6.58 (3.36)   7.10 (3.71)   7.14 (3.62)   7.12 (3.61)
  EPN                       3.33 (3.21)   3.59 (3.45)   3.63 (3.56)   3.76 (3.71)
  P200                      5.76 (2.33)   5.97 (2.29)   6.11 (2.35)   6.02 (2.26)
  P300 overall              4.80 (2.71)   5.05 (2.72)   5.15 (2.67)   5.15 (2.70)
  P300 "no grid"            4.57 (3.02)   5.00 (3.02)   4.62 (2.80)   4.78 (2.75)
  P300 "grid"               5.02 (2.92)   5.11 (3.05)   5.69 (3.14)   5.51 (3.12)
  Early LPC overall         2.03 (2.27)   2.22 (2.28)   2.22 (2.11)   2.30 (2.29)
  Early LPC "no grid"       1.87 (2.55)   2.19 (2.50)   1.79 (2.15)   2.04 (2.33)
  Early LPC "grid"          2.19 (2.50)   2.45 (2.64)   2.66 (2.54)   2.58 (2.64)
  Late LPC overall          2.62 (1.78)   2.70 (1.78)   2.57 (1.72)   2.62 (1.71)
  Late LPC controls         2.49 (2.15)   2.96 (2.06)   2.54 (1.91)   2.66 (1.91)
  Late LPC "continuous"     3.02 (1.46)   2.38 (1.65)   2.47 (1.46)   2.69 (1.64)
  Late LPC "intermittent"   2.35 (1.65)   2.75 (1.61)   2.71 (1.81)   2.53 (1.62)

**Abbreviations:** EPN, early posterior negativity; ERP, event-related brain potential; LPC, late positive complex; SD, standard deviation.

###### 

All main within-subject effects and their interactions for the factors ELECTRODE, GRID, and EMOTION and main between-subject effect for the factor CONTEXT, and its interaction with EMOTION of the analysis of variance (*F*-value, *P*-value); significant findings are marked in bold; if assumption of sphericity is violated, Greenhouse--Geisser corrected *P*-values are printed

  ERP component   ELECTRODE                     GRID                          EMOTION                    EMOTION × CONTEXT          ELECTRODE × EMOTION    ELECTRODE × GRID             GRID × EMOTION             ELECTRODE × GRID × EMOTION   CONTEXT
  --------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------------------- --------------------------
  P100            *F*=7.305; ***P*=0.008**      *F*=5.857; ***P*=0.017**      *F*=5.264; ***P*=0.001**   *F*=0.728; *P*=0.628       *F*=1.354; *P*=0.257   *F*=−017; *P*=0.898          *F*=0.694; *P*=0.556       *F*=0.265; *P*=0.851         *F*=2.240; *P*=0.112
  P200            *F*=5.089; *P*=0.018          *F*=9.667; ***P*=0.002**      *F*=1.746; *P*=0.157       *F*=1.373; *P*=0.225       *F*=1.946; *P*=0.099   *F*=33.768; ***P*\<0.001**   *F*=0.865; *P*=0.459       *F*=0.956; *P*=0.455         *F*=4.814; ***P*=0.010**
  P300            *F*=120.373; ***P*\<0.001**   *F*=25.585; ***P*\<0.001**    *F*=1.999; *P*=0.114       *F*=1.058; *P*=0.388       *F*=2.028; *P*=0.087   *F*=9.590; ***P*\<0.001**    *F*=2.837; ***P*=0.038**   *F*=0.694; *P*=0.602         *F*=2.778; *P*=0.067
  Early LPC       *F*=155.523; ***P*\<0.001**   *F*=22.292; ***P*\<0.001**    *F*=1.225; *P*=0.301       *F*=0.974; *P*=0.443       *F*=0.955; *P*=0.436   *F*=5.104; ***P*=0.015**     *F*=2.756; ***P*=0.043**   *F*=0.929; *P*=0.444         *F*=1.623; *P*=0.202
  Late LPC        *F*=75.067; ***P*\<0.001**    *F*=10.142; ***P*=0.002**     *F*=0.252; *P*=0.860       *F*=2.789; ***P*=0.012**   *F*=0.970; *P*=0.426   *F*=4.706; ***P*=0.015**     *F*=1.211; *P*=0.306       *F*=0.289; *P*=0.885         *F*=0.080; *P*=0.923
  EPN             *F*=0.036; *P*=0.851          *F*=120.656; ***P*\<0.001**   *F*=2.188; *P*=0.089       *F*=1.500; *P*=0.178       *F*=1.180;*P*=0.317    *F*=2.348; *P*=0.128         *F*=0.279; *P*=0.840       *F*=0.513; *P*=0.673         *F*=0.556; *P*=0.575

**Notes:** For reasons of clear presentation this table only contains selected main and interaction effects. All main and interactive effects of the within-subject factors were printed in order to give an overview of ERP responses in our task. For the between-subject factor CONTEXT only the main effect and the interaction effect with EMOTION are printed because this is most relevant regarding our main hypothesis.

**Abbreviations:** EPN, early posterior negativity; ERP, event-related brain potential; LPC, late positive complex.

###### 

All main and significant interaction effects including the between-subject factor VIGILANCE as well as the results of post hoc testing for significant effects including this factor for six ERP components

  ERP component                                                  VIGILANCE: main effect                                                                                               VIGILANCE: significant interaction effects                  Results of post hoc tests for significant interaction effects including the factor VIGILANCE
  -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  P100                                                           *F*(1;104)=0.039; *P*=0.845                                                                                          VIGILANCE × EMOTION × GRID: *F*(3;312)=2.904; *P*=0.035     For "grid" trials in LPV subjects: all emotion categories lower potentials compared to neutral (all *P*-values \<0.05)
  EPN                                                            *F*(1;104)=4.329; *P*=0.040                                                                                          VIGILANCE × CONTEXT: *F*(2;104)=3.16; *P*=0.046             In the control condition lower potentials for HPV vs LPV subjects (*P*=0.024)
  P200                                                           *F*(1;104)=1.944; *P*=0.166                                                                                          all *F*'s \<1                                               --
  P300                                                           *F*(1;104)=0.108; *P*=0.743                                                                                          VIGILANCE × ELECTRODE × GRID: *F*(2;208)=3.397; *P*=0.046   For LPV subjects at Pz and Cz: higher potentials in "grid" compared with "no grid" trials (both *P*-values \<0.01)
  Early LPC                                                      *F*(1;104)=0.932; *P*=0.336                                                                                          VIGILANCE × CONTEXT × GRID: *F*(2;104)=3.261; *P*=0.042     In the control condition for "grid" trials: higher potentials for HPV compared with LPV subjects (*P*=0.041)
  VIGILANCE × CONTEXT × ELECTRODE: *F*(4;208)=3.066; *P*=0.027   In the control condition at Fz: higher potentials for HPV compared with LPV subjects (*P*=0.002)                                                                                 
  VIGILANCE × ELECTRODE × GRID: *F*(2;208)=4.128; *P*=0.031      For LPV subjects at Pz and Cz: higher potentials in "grid" compared with "no-grid" trials (both *P*-values \<0.01)                                                               
  Late LPC                                                       *F*(1;104)=0.121; *P*=0.729                                                                                          all *F*'s \<1                                               --

**Note:** As for P200 and late LPC no significant interactive effects for VIGILANCE were found, no post-hoc testing for this factor was performed.

**Abbreviations:** EPN, early posterior negativity; ERP, event-related brain potential; LPC, late positive complex; LPV, low pain vigilant; HPV, high pain vigilant.
